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The complainant stated at the bar that he has

been satisfied by the accused and through the 
I • r ,

Intervention of the elders of the locality, he has

facts and exhibited the Compromise deed and copy his 

CNIC as Ex.PA and Ex.PB respectively.
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Order. No. 08

APP for the state present. Accused Hameed Ur

Rehman s/o Bahadur Khan on bail present. The 
* - 1

complainant also in person present.

Today the'- case was fixed

patched up the matter with the accused facing trial and 

would have got no objection if he is acquitted in the 

present case. The statement of the complainant is 

recorded in this context, wherein he reiterated the same

1 .

___________________________ 3___________________________
Accused on bail present. Complainant absent. Accused 

again requested adjournment for compromise.

Adjourned.

Notice of pursuance be issued to the complainant.

File is to come up for compromise/walcalat-nama on

COURT OF SENIOR CIVIL JUDGE/JM, ORAKZAI AT BABER MELA
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The offences u/s 380 and 457 PTC are not09.05.2023

from their liabilities.

completion.

Order 09 
continue

compoundable but the complainant is the star witness.of 

the prosecution but he has resiled from his earlier stance 

against the accused and the instant trial would be a futile 

exercise if kept pending. Thus, the compromise seems 

genuine and is accepted in the best interest of the parties.

For the above reasons, the accused is acquitted 

from the charges levelled against him. He is on bail. His 

bail bonds stand cancelled and sureties are discharged
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Order or other Proceedings with Signature of Judge or 
Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary
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SCJ7J.M, 
Orakzai (at Baber Mela)

File be consigned to record room after necessary


